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In recent years, we have seen an increase in the
use of qualitative and ethnographic methods for
the design of systems. This rise has been motivated, at least in part, by the following factors:
the need to understand user work before design
begins; the inadequacy of many traditional
forms of data and requirements gathering when
applied to interface design problems; the need
to involve users in the design process; and the
increasing recognition that the transition to a
modern interface metaphor, that is, a GUI, is
insufficient to produce a usable system.
At the same time, we have learned that qualitative and ethnographic methods of data collection and analysis are not simply new and
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different methods that can be directly “plugged
into” an existing development process. The
methods, procedures, and fundamental assumptions of qualitative techniques have a different
origin than those of classic engineering
approaches. Qualitative approaches fly in the
face of the engineering and marketing cultures in
many companies. It’s not surprising that many
designers who have introduced these techniques
have also described themselves as cultural change
agents and offer prescriptions for cultural change
and alternative approaches to engineering systems [1, 15]. The discrepancies between the
engineering culture and the roots of qualitative
research are often implicit, and are the source of
19

the challenges faced by those using qualitative
methods for design in commercial settings. With
perseverance, conviction, and ingenuity, and
aided by the power of their findings, they have
overcome many of these frustrations and have
had a profound impact on products and systems.
However, the fundamental discontinuity
between the cultures of traditional corporate culture of engineering/marketing and the foundations of qualitative research remains
unexamined. Instead of concentrating on this

The Total Immersion Method
We can start by asking if we need to do any
analysis at all. Simply exposing the members of
the development community to their users—
particularly when it is done in such a way that
the developers watch real work and absorb its
richness and rhythms—can have a profound
effect on design. Some practitioners have
likened this process to apprenticeship [2]. At its
root, this approach assumes that the richness of
work cannot be captured in an abstracted analy-
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discontinuity, practitioners have focused specific
methods for turning the “stream” of qualitative
data into design. Part of their effectiveness stems
from the fact that their analysis methods have
been geared to answer questions inherent in the
design of modern systems.
Questions such as what do users do and
when do they do it; what is the intention
behind user work; and how do users think
about their work, are the types of questions that
qualitative research methods answer. This paper
surveys some of these methods and offers a
framework for their consideration. The framework provides a basis for organizing current
practice and generating new methods. Unlike
other valuable frameworks that have been proposed [12, 17, 20], this framework establishes a
set of dimensions based on consideration of the
kind of understanding the analysis produces
and the purpose that understanding has in the
broader development process.
Turning Qualitative Data into Design

When we consider ways to turn data into design,
we can consider at least two methods that require
little or no analysis (although they may be supplemented by more analytic methods).
20

sis. If engineers “truly experience” the user’s
work, that will serve as an implicit understanding from which to design. In this model, much
of work practice remains essentially implicit. To
create tools that are “ready to hand,” [11] the
engineers need to embed themselves in work.
Minimalist Analysis
A close relative to the no-analysis approach is the
minimalist analysis. This approach involves producing video tape records for design teams to
review. The video captures the richness of work
and thus avoids the filtering involved in any
analysis and any potential distortions. Like the
total immersion method, it can generate powerful motivations to fix problems. Even known
problems become much more serious when
engineers see users at major customer sites struggling with the system [24]. Minimalist analysis
also can be a very fast process; highlights of field
interviews can be shown on the same day that
the data were collected.
Although the underlying assumptions
involved in the immersion and minimalist methods may eschew formal analysis, in practice formal analyses are often used to complement such
approaches. Thus, it is common for design teams
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as a whole to participate in customer visits and
then for a subteam to perform data analysis.
These approaches not only preserve resources,
but also maintain both an experiential and an
analytical understanding of customer work.
Several practitioners have pointed out the
effectiveness of having engineers directly
observe laboratory-based tests [4, 7]. The common element may be that engineers believe
what they directly observe and are skeptical of
things they are told.
If these methods are quick and effective, why
do any analysis? Why not simply use either of
these observational methods exclusively?
Although the speed of such methods is indisputable, their effectiveness needs to be examined
more closely. They are most effective at producing awareness of the user’s point of view, and
they support designing the system from that
perspective within an engineering organization
that has lost sight of the user’s viewpoint. To
move from empathy for the user to design for
the user, however, may require a more profound
understanding and deeper analysis of user work.
In some of our early design work, we observed a
single user, redesigned the system, and observed
the next user. At the end of a series of such iterations, we found that we had designed some of
the original problems back into the system. By
repeatedly applying superficial solutions to
design issues, we had gone in a complete circle.
To generate consistency and coherence in a
design may require more than just repeated
observations of users and interface Band-aids.
More sophisticated and time-consuming
analysis techniques have different purposes,
answer different questions, and, ultimately,
provide different types of knowledge about
user work. Therefore, it is useful to consider
analytic methods as lying along various dimensions. These dimensions provide a heuristic
framework for considering which method is
needed in design and for generating new methods and techniques.
The dimensions are:
• Filtering vs. Reflection
• Comprehension vs. Action
• Discovery vs. Decision
• Separating vs. Integrating

Filtering vs. Reflection

Field-oriented techniques produce a vast set of
detailed data. The source of this richness is
partly due to the fact that the data reflect the
richness of the user’s work and do not derive
from a limited set of questions or measures. The
content of the questions and the coding of the
answers are not preset as they are in many other
forms of data gathering. Thus, one of the first
steps in any analysis is to pull out the “relevant”
data. The relevance of the data is determined by
nature of the data collected and by the question
that needs to be answered at this point in the
design process.
An early step in any data gathering is filtering,
that is, separating the data relevant to design as a
whole from that not relevant. Often, this filtering
takes place in two stages.
At an early stage, one simply records the “relevant”
data. At this stage, the
questions are conceived
around broad design
issues, for example, how
will we deal with interrupted tasks or in what circumstances do users make
errors. At later stages of the
design process, the segments of this relevant data
are examined in more
detail because they are relevant to specific design
issues. For example, when
are people likely to get
interrupted, when do they get to resume their
work, what kinds of errors do users make, and
what seems to cause these errors.
At an opposite pole of this dichotomy is
reflection. Reflection differs from filtering in that
in reflection, one accepts the current data set as
given, but considers it from an independent perspective or vantage point. One “reflects” or bends
back from the data to draw higher level, more
abstract, or more general conclusions. The vantage point may involve an emerging technology;
for example, how could virtual reality be applied
to this problem [8]. This reflective process generates emergent design conclusions, that is, conclusions that are not stated in the data itself, but
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Filtering techniques
answer the question:
“What’s relevant?’’
and reflective
techniques answer the
question “What does
it mean?’’
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Comprehension
methods answer
the question
“What do we know,’’
whereas action
methods tend to
answer the question
“What can we do.’’

are generated from a variety of sources such as
technological possibilities, a broader understanding of the context of work, the designer’s previous experience and knowledge, and an analogy
from a different, but related, domain. For example, reflection on the navigation problems in a
menu system, combined with our knowledge of
direct manipulation systems, led us to design a
“object/operation” menu for a fourth-generation
language. This one menu compressed the choices from over a dozen menus and provided a simple picture of the overall system: “Here are the
objects and here is what you can do with them.”
In some cases, the designer is confronted with a
highly cognitive task: to generate an advanced
design requires one reconceptualize how the
work is done. These kinds of problems require
more reflection.
Comprehension or Knowing
vs. Action or Doing

A second dimension to consider in both
gathering and analyzing data is the
dimension of understanding (“knowing’’) versus action (“doing’’). At the
understanding end of the continuum,
data collection tends to be more descriptive and narrative. The goal is to preserve
the integrity of the narrative of user work. It
can be very detailed; for example, an entire analysis may be devoted to a single day’s activities by a
young child [3]. Such methods preserve the context around the work and the richness of the work

itself. Thus, the details of the broader work situation are included in the analysis.
Similarly, Greenbaum and Kyng [10] have
argued for consideration of a broader background
in the analysis of the relationship between the
“figure’’ of user work and the “ground’’ of the
context of that work. They also argue that it is
important to understand this broader context, at
least to create a design that fits into that environmental niche. The goal of understanding leaves
the researcher in a position to anticipate that the
appropriate design actions will emerge from
reflecting on the work of users.
When conclusions do emerge, they often have
profound implications. For example, the work of
Nardi and Johnson [21] suggests the fundamental approach to the design and marketing of most
commercial software, that is, that adding features
to large and complex products should be
rethought. Instead of such large and complex
products, one might create a set of interoperable
task-specific products, which could be combined
to match the demands of work. It is precisely the
profoundness of such a conclusion that makes it
challenging to apply it to the ongoing process of
the development of any specific product. This
sort of conclusion has implications for how
products in general are designed, advertised,
sold, and distributed. However, other cases are a
little more straightforward. For example, designers at Kodak maintain a database of pictures of
people taking pictures and making video tapes
[16]. This represents a pool of information that

Table 1 Sample Data/Action Table
Heading
Hardware document

P
1

improvements

Action

Data

Benefit

Make sure adequate

User could not

User can configure the

(and the required)

configure (option)

[option] and use the hub

document ship with the

management tool

modules and the hub
1

Document 48v user

User could not find

It would be possible

programming system

any documentation

to use the 48v backup

Explain why to use

Nonstandard use

Easier for user to

four pins/pin out setup

caused user grief when

trouble shoot

(Quick start)

two wires were bad

Create a Quick

User likes starter books

(UPS) interface
(make clear that its UPS)
1

Software document
Improvements
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can be tapped when new photography systems
are designed. It also represents a recurring return
on the high investment of collecting the data.
At the other end of the understanding versus
action dimension is the data/action table [22].
This table specifies the action the development
team can take, the data on which the recommended action is based, and the benefit to the
users of taking the action. In addition, a priority (P) is specified (in this case 1, for high, 2 for
medium, and 3 for low).
This analysis is designed to produce as
many implications for action as quickly as possible, while preserving the link between the
data and conclusion.
This kind of approach tends to address the
concern that the sponsors of qualitative research
often have, that is, when will we see some results?
At the same time, broader implications may be
left untapped because of the constrained time
and framing in which such analysis takes place.
The results of many research efforts move
from understanding to action. An example is the
work on “minimal” documentation. This work
proceeded from a set of abstract conclusions
derived from observations of the difficulties users
had with traditional documentation to research
demonstrating the effectiveness of redesigned
manuals to a set of heuristics specifying how to
design minimal documentation [6, 23].
This continuum is not intended to imply that
understanding and action are mutually exclusive.
Nor do we intend to imply a necessary movement from one pole to another. Instead, we are
claiming that the forms of analysis, the data considered, the time taken, and the purpose of the
analysis all tend to differ as one moves from one
end of this continuum to another.

Discovery vs. Decision

A third fundamental dimension behind both
data analysis and the overall consideration of
data gathering methods in general is whether
one is gathering data to discover aspects of user
work or whether one is aiming to make decisions or to prioritize development work for an
engineering team.
Field methods live at the discovery end of
the continuum and, thus, avoid the prior specification of user tasks, metrics of performance,
and measurement in general. Instead, the
emphasis is on discovering what users do, how
they do it, in what context they do it, and why
do they do it. The emphasis is on discovering
the intention behind work or the problem statement behind the solutions users often suggest.
These methods are oriented toward comprehensivneness and real-world relevance.
On the extreme of the decision end of the axis
are traditional experimental approaches. The
methodology for an experiment is a formalized
decision process of rejecting one alternative at an
arbitrary level of confidence. Modern product
design rarely comes down to a simple decision
between two unidimensional alternatives. Thus,
experiments in their purest form are relatively
rare in the product development process.
Some processes, such as usability engineering, include elements of the experimental
approach like operational definitions and testing with specific tasks in controlled circumstances. However, usability engineering is more
discovery oriented in that user behavior is
directly observed and problems are identified,
quantified, and prioritized. The prioritized
problem list, in conjunction with an overall
measure of user success (in terms of avoidance
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Discovery-oriented
methods answer the
question “What have
we learned?”
Decision-oriented
methods answer
the question
“What should we do?”
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From a design
perspective, the
classification answers
the question
“What is it?’’ and
relationship answers
the question
“Where should
it be placed?’’
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of errors, ease of learnings, efficiency, or desirability), serves as a basis for making engineering decisions. These methods are oriented
toward clarity and precision.
Discovery-oriented methods are more appropriate in the early parts of the development
process and in some domains could be viewed as
a prerequisite to the more decision- and measurement-oriented parts of the process. The
methods can be and have been used in complementary ways; for example, discovering typical
user tasks has provided a basis for the empirical
testing component of usability engineering.
Classifying elements vs. Generating
Relationships

A successful design combines the right features
and organizes them into a coherent what flow.
To know what the right features are, we need to
see user work discretely—as the application of a
set of discrete or elementaristic capabilities to a
given task. Within this mindset, one analyzes qualitative data
in order to generate a discrete
list of customer needs. This
kind of analysis provides input
to design methods like quality
factor deployment (QFD) [25],
where user needs are first isolated, then prioritized, and, finally,
compared with a possible set of
engineering solutions.
Alternatively, it is possible to
view work as a process that is
essentially a sequence or flow of
actions, or to focus on the relationship between elements.
Flows and narratives emphasize
the continuity of work and
tools [5]. From this perspective,
a product is seen in terms of how it organizes a
set of controls and capabilities [14].
This distinction between the continuous and
the discrete has been applied to many forms of
knowledge and may represent a fundamental
category of human thought roughly paralleled
in verbs (connecting actions into narratives)
and nouns (isolating things in space and time)
[18]. This distinction can also be seen as parallel to the distinctions between usefulness (what

the product does) and usability (how it does it)
[9]. In fact, both perspectives are needed in the
development of products. The “elemental” is a
prerequisite for approaches that involve prioritization and decision. The continuous view
lends itself to the sequence aspect of design
such as work flow, dialog box layout, menu
organization, the structure of support materials,
and tasks for usability engineering.
How do analysis techniques fit in

We can look at the choice of analysis methods in
terms of the dimensions outlined above. These
dimensions capture the various purposes for
analysis. We’ll now consider some of the specific techniques [13, 19] used in qualitative analysis, and map them into the dimensions above.
Sequence models: One of the simplest forms of
analysis is the sequence model. It specifies the
order of actions that the user has taken to
accomplish a particular task. It is primarily a filtering process based on the user’s goal or intention. It tends to be oriented toward
understanding and discovery, rather than action
and decision. The relevant questions are which
data are part of this sequence; what is the goal
or intention of this work; and when does the
intention change? These sequence models are
often consolidated into more general activity
models. They can also be captured in story
boards. The process of going from a set of
sequence models to a work flow model moves
toward reflection, action, and decision.
However, both sequence and work-flow models
retain their process flavor.
Physical models: Physical models map the physical environment of the user. As such, they tend
to be minimalist in tone and oriented toward
understanding and discovery. Because neither
time nor sequence is considered, these models
are more elemental than process oriented. They
are often used a check for later development
decisions. For example, did we take into account
that the user’s work space is small and open?
Context models: Context models show the work
context in terms of the people and organizational structure. They focus on influence and authority that individuals have over one another. These
tend to be more reflective and oriented toward
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understanding the broader design context. They
are more discovery and process oriented.
Affinity diagrams: These represent a hierarchical
classification of the data elements. They are produced from the bottom up, using a process of
synthesis rather than analysis; that is, the categories for an affinity diagram are generated by
considering the meaning contained within the
data. The success of this process requires careful
reflection on the data elements in order to structure them in a way that captures their meaning
in relation to the design question. The approach
emphasizes understanding, tends to be discovery
oriented, and breaks up work into classes. The
underlying question is what does the data mean?
It maps well into decision-oriented processes
such as QFD because these processes require
that the data be abstracted into elements.
Two very broad classifications of analytic
methods are matrices and diagrams [19]. These
two broad categories encompass a number of
specific examples, which are not covered here.
These two broad classes, however, represent the
dimension of elemental (matrices) versus
process (diagrams).
Looking beyond initial data gathering and
preliminary analysis, as the design process moves
forward, models tend be consolidated across
users and designers begin to focus on work
redesign. Thus the analytic techniques tend to
shift toward reflection, action, and decision.
These methods can retain either an elemental or
a process flavor, depending which aspect of
design one is focusing on—features or flow.

behind the analysis and the form of the representation of the results.
Fundamentally, we believe that no analysis
of methodology is categorically right or wrong.
Instead both methodological frameworks, like
methods themselves, need to be judged according to their purpose. Thus, the dimensions
proposed here are intended to be descriptive,
rather than prescriptive. Furthermore, different
qualitative methods tend to complement each
other, and other, approaches. When the results
gathered from different techniques point to
similar conclusions, our confidence in the conclusions is increased. In the future, we can
expect to see a proliferation of qualitative and
field methods as designers focus on extending
technology to new domains and on uncovering
ways for new technology to transform existing
work. In other words, the future of fieldoriented design methods looks bright.
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